
Boost Productivity, Ensure Consistency, and Achieve Compliance

Microsoft 365 Governance, Security, 

and Documentation Solutions

„No self-respecting Microsoft 365 Administrator’s toolbox 
is complete without SysKit.“ 

Todd Klindt, Microsoft MVP 



What’s in it for you?Who is it for? 

Keep your cloud data safe from malicious 

actions and breaches. Know who inside 

and outside of your company has access to 

what and manage permissions on the fly. 

Control User Access

Control user and admin activity and 

comply with policies such as GDPR and 

HIPAA. Check the activity on sensitive 

files and avoid unauthorized access.

Audit User and Admin Activity

Empower sites, teams, and groups owners 

to become your trusted governance allies. 

Schedule automated tasks to manage their 

users’ access and clean up inactive content.  

Automate Governance

Helps them implement security policies 

related to the protection of people, 

intellectual, and tangible assets. 

CSOs  

Enables them to evaluate and improve the 

effectiveness of risk management, control, 

and governance processes. 

Auditors 

Helps them follow the necessary rules to 

comply with government and established 

company policies. 

Compliance Managers 

Gives them good visibility of the Microsoft 

365 environment. Helps them govern and 

report on access, content, and users. 

Microsoft 365 Admins  

Empowers them to govern and manage 

user access to the resources they own, as 

well as track the activity of those users. 

Business Users 

Keep your tenant clean and your licenses 

well used. Get usage metrics for each site, 

group, or team. Detect the most popular 

sites and receive alerts on inactive content. 

Clean up Inactive Content

Generate 20+ security reports based on your 

access level in Microsoft 365. Drill from user 

to service focused reports to switch the 

perspective. Export the reports in PDF or Excel. 

Simplify Security Reporting

TRY FOR FREE

https://www.syskit.com/products/point/request-a-free-trial/?utm_source=online-conference&utm_medium=brochure&utm_campaign=european-networking-day-oct


What’s in it for you?Who is it for? 

Generate complete documentation of 

multiple Microsoft 365 services with a 

single click. Have it ready as a migration 

cheat sheet or use it for maintenance 

preparation.

Document Your Settings 

Helps them document configuration 

settings of multiple Microsoft 365 

services and keep track of changes 

in their environment.

Microsoft 365 Admins  

www.syskit.com

Helps them comply with business 

standards by providing a document 

with configuration settings and a 

notification system in case of any 

configuration change.

CSOs  

Receive alerts if someone changed 

configuration settings and make sure 

your tenant is set up consistently.

Get Alerts When Settings Change

TRY FOR FREE

Compare settings between different 

tenants or in a single tenant through 

time. Mark correct settings as a baseline 

for future setups.

Detect Configuration Drift

Helps them provide a standardized 

and repeatable process to deploy new 

tenants with the correct configuration.

Cloud Architects
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